21. Archival Science Colloquium / International Symposium
In cooperation with InterPARES Trust (ITrust)
Wednesday, 8th June 2016

“Born Digital in the Cloud: Challenges and Solutions”

9:00 a.m.  Welcome
Dr. Irmgard Christa Becker, Marburg Archives School, Germany

9:15 a.m.  The InterPARES Trust Project
Prof. Dr. Luciana Duranti, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada

9:45 a.m.  PANEL 1
Access in the Cloud
Chair: Dr. Irmgard Christa Becker

Understanding trust issues relating to digitized indigenous language resources: A case study of Te Reo Maori
Assoc Prof. Gillian Oliver, Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand

Public Trust in online records: The case of the UK care.data programme
Prof. Dr. Julie McLeod, Northumbria University Newcastle, UK

10:45 a.m.  Coffee break

11:15 a.m.  PANEL 1 continues
Contexts of open government: cloud computing and record keeping
Jim Suderman, InterPARES Research Project, Toronto, Canada

The Archiving System DIMAG and its Development by Cooperation and Collaboration. Political, Professional and Technical Aspects
Prof. Dr. Robert Kretzschmar / Prof. Dr. Christian Keitel, Landesarchiv Baden-Württemberg, Stuttgart, Germany

2:00 p.m.  PANEL 2
Control in the Cloud
Chair: Prof. Dr. Karen Anderson, Mid Sweden University, Härnösand, Sweden

PaaSST: Preservation as a Service for Trust
Prof. Dr. Giovanni Michetti, Sapienza University of Rome, Rome, Italy

Evaluating Metadata Description Schemas of the Cultural Heritage Organizations in Electronic Environments for Interoperability
Prof. Dr. Özgür Külcü, Hacettepe University, Cankaya, Beytepe, Ankara, Turkey

Archival Arrangement and Description in the Cloud: A Preliminary Analysis of Practices and Issues
Dr. Christopher Prom, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, U.S.A.

3:30 p.m.  Coffee break

4:00 p.m.  PANEL 2 continues
E-Services between Public Administrations and Records Management, from the Local Government viewpoint in Catalonia
Lluís-Esteve Casellas, City Council of Girona, Girona, Spain (Catalonia)

Your Cloud Service Provider and You. Does Your Contract Protect the Trustworthiness of your Records?
Dr. Corinne Rogers, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada

5:00 p.m.  Final discussion

5:30 p.m.  End of the symposium

8:00 p.m.  Dinner
„Ristorante & Pizzeria “Colosseo”, Marburg

Please note the instructions in the back of the programme!
Registration
Registration is open now - available until 25th May 2016:

Conference fee
without subscription of the conference publication  65 €
with subscription of the conference publication (will be published in 2017)  85 €
Students/archivists in education (with certification)  free
After the deadline you will receive an invoice for the conference fee.
Please note our conditions of participation and organizational instructions!

Conference fee
without subscription of the conference publication  65 €
with subscription of the conference publication (will be published in 2017)  85 €
Students/archivists in education (with certification)  free
After the deadline you will receive an invoice for the conference fee.
Please note our conditions of participation and organizational instructions!

Dinner
On Wednesday, 8th June 2016, a dinner will take place at 8:00 p.m. If you would like to participate, please mark this on the registration form. The costs of this dinner are not included in the conference fee:
Ristorante & Pizzeria “Colosseo”, Deutschhausstraße 35, D-35037 Marburg (Lahn), Phone: +49 (0)6421 67899,
Internet: www.colosseo-marburg.de

Venue
The Colloquium/International Symposium will take place at the Technology and Congress Center
Technologie- und Tagungszentrum Marburg (TTZ)
Softwarecenter 3 (near Frankfurter Straße), D-35037 Marburg
Phone: +49 (0)6421 205-160
Internet: www.ttz-marburg.de
City map: www.marburg.de

Conference office
Wednesday, 8th June 2016  7:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Accommodation
Marburg Archives School has reserved several rooms for conference participants. Please book them via
Marburg Touristik & Marketing GmbH
Phone: +49 (0)6421 9912-24
Fax: +49 (0)6421 9912-33
E-mail: tagungen@marburg-tourismus.de
www.marburg.de/tagung02-2016engl (Symposium)
www.marburg.de/tagung02-2016dt
www.marburg.de/tagung03-2016engl (ITrust-Workshop)
www.marburg.de/tagung03-2016dt

Publication
During the colloquium conference participants will receive a 25% discount on publications of the Marburg Archives School. A list of publications is available at:
www.archivschule.de/DE/publikation/veroeffentlichungsreihe/

21. Archival Science Colloquium
International Symposium
In cooperation with InterPARES Trust (ITrust)
8th June 2016
Technology and Congress Center
Technologie- und Tagungszentrum Marburg (TTZ)
Born Digital in the Cloud: Challenges and Solutions

Trustworthiness is crucial for digital archives. Archivists need policies, standards and procedures to warrant the trustworthiness of digital archives when they make them accessible on the internet and exchange data online, as well as a secure environment. They also need such instruments to ensure the trustworthiness of archives created, used and preserved in cloud environments. At this International Symposium InterPARES Trust and German archives researchers will present their findings on these issues and discuss them with German archivists.

The first panel will discuss “Access in the Cloud” including open government strategies. “Control in the Cloud” is the theme of the second panel, which will focus on issues such as how to manage contracts with providers of cloud services.

Marburg Archives School is a partner of InterPARES Trust since 2013. “InterPARES Trust (ITrust 2013-2018) is a multi-national, interdisciplinary research project exploring issues concerning digital records and data entrusted to the Internet. Its goal is to generate theoretical and methodological frameworks to develop local, national and international policies, procedures, regulations, standards and legislation, in order to ensure public trust grounded on evidence of good governance, a strong digital economy and a persistent digital memory.” (https://interparestrust.org/trust).

The International Symposium is open to all archivists and other researchers interested in trustworthy digital archives in the cloud.

Organization - your contact:
Heidi Becker, Marburg Archives School
Phone: +49 (0)6421 16971-12
Fax: +49 (0)6421 16971-10
E-Mail: h.becker@staff.uni-marburg.de

Programme - your contact:
Dr. Irmgard Christa Becker, Marburg Archives School
Phone: +49 (0)6421 16971-13
Fax: +49 (0)6421 16971-10
E-Mail: irmgard.becker@staff.uni-marburg.de

Marburg Archives School / Archivschule Marburg - Hochschule für Archivwissenschaft - Bismarckstraße 32, D-35037 Marburg (Lahn)
Phone: +49 (0)6421 16971-0
Fax: +49 (0)6421 16971-10
E-Mail: archivschule@staff.uni-marburg.de
Internet: www.archivschule.de

InterPARES Trust
Registration until 25th May 2016

21. Archival Science Colloquium - International Symposium
„Born Digital in the Cloud: Challenges and Solutions”
8th June 2016
Technology and Congress Center / Technologie- und Tagungszentrum Marburg (TTZ)
Softwarecenter 3, 35037 Marburg (Lahn), Germany

Registration (is binding) for the 21. Archival Science Colloquium / International Symposium on
Wednesday, 8th June 2016, at the Technology and Congress Center / Technologie- und Tagungszentrum (TTZ).
Softwarecenter 3, D-35037 Marburg (Lahn):

□ 65 € without subscription of the conference publication
□ 85 € with subscription of the conference publication
□ free students / archivists in education (with certification)

Participation at the dinner on Wednesday, 8th June 2016, 20:00, Ristorante „Colosseo“, Deutschhausstraße 35,
D-35037 Marburg (Lahn):

□ yes (costs for the dinner at your own expense) □ no

Registration for the following InterPARES Trust European Team Workshop on
Thursday, 9th June, and Friday, 10th June 2016, at the Marburg Archives School / Archivschule Marburg -
Hochschule für Archivwissenschaft, Bismarckstraße 32, D-35037 Marburg (Lahn):

□ yes □ no

Registration for both symposium and workshop: the workshop is free for participants of the symposium.
For the InterPARES Trust European Workshop also please fill out the separate registration form!

Conditions of participation

□ Yes - I hereby agree with the terms and conditions of registration and cancellation for the
21. Archives Science Colloquium of the Marburg Archives School / International Symposium
□ No - I do not agree with the terms

Different billing address? Your comments/questions?

Accommodation service
Bookings are a free service of the
Marburg Tourismus & Marketing GmbH, Pilgrimstein 26, 35037 Marburg (Lahn)
Phone: +49 (0)6421 9912-24, Fax: +49 (0)6421 9912-33
Internet: www.marburg.de/tagung02-2016engl, www.marburg.de/tagung02-2016dt  (Symposium)
www.marburg.de/tagung03-2016engl, www.marburg.de/tagung03-2016dt  (ITrust-Workshop)
E-Mail: tagungen@marburg-tourismus.de
Please see the registration forms of the Marburg Tourismus & Marketing GmbH

Contact
Heidi Becker, Marburg Archives School
Phone: +49 (0)6421 16971-12, Fax: +49 (0)6421 16971-10, E-Mail: h.becker@staff.uni-marburg.de

Date
Signature